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the opportunity of seeing the conditions under
which their patients work.

All the above obviously requires a great deal of
time-a commodity hard to find. My partners and
I regard 60 surgery consultations and ten domi-
ciliary visits a day each as the usual load. Much of
this is due to increased interest shown by patients
in what they consider to be abnormalities, prob-
ably as a result of careless propaganda by well-
meaning physicians, those who try to 'educate'
the public. It would be better if these people
devoted their efforts to encouraging the public and
industrialists to improve conditions of work and
living and so remove the causes of much mor-
bidity.

T. A. TAYLOR
112 Manchester Road,
Warrington,
Lancashire.

Sir,
Quality control is a concept of industry not

directly applicable to the professions. But your
editorial policy of accepting articles like those from
Mr Honigsbaum and me is dangerous. Mr
Honigsbaum looks at general practice as a layman
not in active practice in our profession. I look at
those aspects of active practice not directly related
to medicine and in particular that aspect which is
concerned with the 'quality' of personal knowledge
of the list, in the demographical sense.
The danger is that your policy provides a vast

loophole for all sorts of non-medical articles to be
accepted in preference to those directly to do with
general medicine in the context of the natural
environment of family life.
Having learnt to walk, the College is now

beginning to march on its strong legs of education
and research, and with its proven, academic
status and democratic structure it can sustain a
journal for its large membership, both as a vehicle
for house news and notices and for articles by its
members for its members and others; but with the
wealth of medical newspapers and magazines now
distributed freely to all doctors there is no fear
that the non-member's point of view is hidden
under a bushel.

Articles like Honigsbaum's and mine are only
justified in your columns if they genuinely break
new ground in the study of the quality of care, so
that the policy of getting to know the patient as a
person can be seen as an essential prerequisite for
the highest quality and greatest 'cost-effectiveness'
attainable. If such a policy is adopted by the
College as a body, it then leads on to all sorts of
strictly medical and organisational aspects of
general practice, not the least of which would be a
code of practice laid down by the College as a
guideline for judging the reputability of a practice
as a business.
Any new entrant to partnership expects to be

able to look at the books before committing him-
self. The books should be kept, so that the

demographical features of the practice population
are available for comparison, quite apart from the
financial ones. But perhaps you consider that to be
more a matter for departments of social medicine
and therefore outside the scope of the Journal!

MICHAEL J. JAMESON
21 Upper Lattimore Road,
St. Albans,
Hfertfordshire.

Sir,
I was interested to read the article Quality in

general practice but surely the greatest cause in
deterioration has been the development of large
partnerships-the 'multiple stores' of general
practice. I found that being a member of a five or
six man partnership looking after 14,000 patients,
there was no defined patient-responsibility. Too
much time was spent 'tiding over' a patient until
they could be seen by their 'own' doctor, whose
earliest appointment was a week ahead-often for
the patient to be told that neither the treatment nor
the diagnosis was appropriate.
For two thirds of the year a partner was away,

so that one was faced with the overwhelming pay-
load of 2,800 or so patients and approximately
another varying 700 patients as each partner was
away in turn. Thus one was involved in the prob-
lems of 5,600 patients which is nearly three times
the workload recommended by the College.

After heated arguments in which each partner
(and his wife) were claiming that they were working
too hard-and rightly so, we agreed to withdraw
into smaller units. We formed a true group
practice of a three-handed and two single-handed
practices. Thus I am able to pace out my own
appointment system, look after and get to know
my own exactly-defined group of patients, in-
stitute any screening measures, research projects,
and organisational changes that I feel should be
done for the improvement of the medical care of
my patients.
During the first six months of 1972, my con-

sultations dropped from 5,320 to 3,950 (for 2,750
patients) a drop of 25 per cent. As my consulting
times were the same, or probably even longer, I
now have more time to deal with each problem as
it arrives, and time is the one commodity that is
needed to improve standards in medical care-
and which cannot be bought.
Our group practice is now working most amic-

ably. The three-handed partnership has more
flexibility for their holiday and study leave; my
single-handed colleague tells me that he is happier
in general practice now than during the past 15
years; the 'dragons' meet with 'Pyreneed' breath;
my personal secretary has a public relations job
far more varied and interesting than her previous
'pounding the typewriter' existence; and I have two
tails to wag. I know and control the extent of my
clinical responsibility. I know my own deficiencies
in clinical skills.
A consultation with a colleague is now meaning-
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ful-and not as hitherto a suspicion of passing the
buck. The buck now stops with me.

I would commend this development of group
practice to all those partnerships who have
iatrogenic problems.

E. THEO GRIFFITHS
General Practitioners' Unit,
The Health Centre,
Risca,
Monmouthshire.

Sir,
In the Daily Mail of 7 August 1972 an article by

John Stevenson, Medical Correspondent, states
you published a report by an American-trained
business efficiency-expert, Mr Frank Honigsbaum,
saying that the average general practitioner main-
tains a badly equipped surgery and fails to spend
adequate time examining his patients. I would like
to know what it is Mr Honigsbaum knows about
treating patients and running a surgery.
Here in Cornwall we have an excellent service

and our doctors ... are excellent, kind and
thoughtful to their patients, especially one, whose
life is dedicated to his work. How dare our English
doctors be insulted by an American businessman?

... We in Cornwall are very happy with our
doctors and other services and want doctors over
40 years old as they are more reliable. So do not
judge all by some of your big towns and cities of
mixed races of doctors. Tell John Stevenson to
stop printing sensational headings about doctors
on the front page of the Daily Mail. A word
about the secretaries at the surgery-they work
hard and show great patience and they have to
deal with difficult patients at times. I am writing
to the Editor of the Daily Mail to complain.

E. TYRRELL
Patient

33 Penarwyn Road,
St. Blazey,
Par,
Cornwall.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Sir,

In your edition of July 1972, there is an un-
signed book review on Eighty years on call, which
is "for the most part anecdotal", describing the
experiences of a doctor and his father before him
in rural Wales. It is noted that the author re-
published letters which he has had published in the
medical journals. The reviewer concludes "it is
doubtful whether there is any real value in this".

Indeed, sir, we know that-and the author
knows it too-but does your reviewer have to be so
unnecessarily unkind in saying so? But to tar the
reviewer with his own brush: what, pray, is "real
value" ?
The Journal reviews will do general practitioners

no credit, Sir, if they lack insight and compassion.
Let's leave the nastiness to the hospital magazine.

ROBERT H. M. LEFEVER
2 Pelham Street,
London, SW7.

ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY
Sir,
Dr Norah Schuster's article about the Royal

Humane Society was interesting, and specially to
me, since Dr W. Hawes was a remote ancestor.
We have a record in the family of some lines
written by Dr Lettsom:

"When any sick to me apply,
I physics, bleeds and sweats 'em;
If after that they chance to die,
What's that to me? I. Lettsom."

J. R. Scorr
Cornwall House,
Cornwall Avenue,
Finchley,
London, N3.
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Book Reviews

Sudden and unexpected deaths in infancy (cot
deaths) (1972). Report of the Proceedings of
the Sir Samuel Bedson Symposium held at
Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge, 1970.
Pp. 129 + xi. Bristol: John Wright & Sons
Ltd. Price: £2.00.

Once in approximately every ten years the
'average' general practitioner in Britain will be
confronted by a "sudden and unexpected death in
infancy"-a "cot death". It is not an experience
he will ever forget. For at each subsequent visit to
the family he will find recreated for him, in some
degree, the atmosphere of incredulity in which he
examined a dead child of ten weeks old who-
about nine hours or so previously-apparently
healthy, had been settled down for the night by his
parents. No sign of anoxia or struggle; no history
of abnormality; a normal child of normal affec-
tionate parents, lying normally in an undisturbed
cot. But dead. The doctor will recall not only his
total incapacity-and that of the coroner-to offer
any explanation: but also his awareness of in-
adequacy at that moment in counselling the child's
mother and father.
"As scientists", comments Wedgwood, "we

may be more comfortable in studying the bio-
logical process, but we are negligent ifwe disregard
the psychological and social implications of this
disease". This monograph reports the proceedings


